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Abstract

The use of Internet has become the way of living for man today. However, with the use of internet
requires safety and privacy. This is the reason why TRUST1 is pushing and working towards the quest of
safety, privacy and cyber security of people using the internet for their day to day living. In this paper, the
primary research goal is to study the interaction and strategies for attack and defense of control systems
and (learning) detection systems in the emulated environment provided by the DETER Lab[9]2 cluster.
This paper will be able explain for the reader to understand how to construct an emulation of a real
Internet backbone and the control system behavior communicating over the Internet2 Abilene Network
Topology built in DETER testbed using SEER3[8] . DETER[9] is a testbed used to conduct, run, and test
experiments that sometimes involve malicious codes. DETER’s SEER is the Security Experimentation
EnviRonment which has set of tools and agents for helping an experiment setup, script and performs
experiments such as Denial of Service attack (DoS) or Distributed Denial of Service attack (DDoS)
in the DETER[9] testbed environment. Moreover, SEER includes agents for traffic generation, attack
generation, traffic collection and analysis. In this paper, there will be an algorithm script that detects
and differentiates anomalies on the external and internal nodes. The network that is made will be used
to emulate backbone network traffic and implement attacks throughout the rest of this project.

1 INTRODUCTION

The primary research objective is to study the interaction and strategies for attack and defense of
control systems and detection systems in the emulated environment provided by the DETER[9] Cluster
testbed. Moreover, on DETER testbed we hope to firstly, construct an emulation of a real internet
backbone and the control system behavior communicating over it. Secondly, to implement realistic
attacks on that emulated environment which causes the control system to fail, thereby ultimately leading
to a plant failures across the system. Thirdly, deploy the leading based on DoS detection algorithm and
successfully train it then attack the training mechanism in the emulated framework. Fourthly, explore
defense that make the control and learning systems more resilient to these attacks. The project is divided
into three phases. Phase one involves setting up the infrastructure, networking sniffing, trend analysis,
detection and differentiation of anomalies on the network. Phase two consists of building basic and
complex attacks, and phase three looks into possible defense of the attacks. In addition to the phases,
the project has three groups of researchers. Group one, the Infrastructure group, includes mining trends
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from Abilene network traffic data, replicating the Abilenes daily pattern using DETER, network sniffing
for traffic monitoring, detection and differentiation of traffic anomalies on the internet2 backbone using
DETER. Group two focuses on deploying the software that group one helped in setting up. Group
three’s work focuses on basic attack. In this paper the focus will be detection and differentiation of
traffic anomalies on internet2 backbone using DETER which is a subgroup of infrastructure group.

This research is based on the emulation of the famous Internet2 Abilene Network structure using
a DETER tool called SEER to perform traffic generation, traffic collection, traffic analysis and attack
generation. This tool performs all these in a real time through its GUI interface. However, DETER[9]
provides a medium for safe, repeatable security related experiment, to validate theory and simulation and
emulation. There has been so many years of research on the cyber security and defense because of the
high rate of malicious attacks, virus, and worms on Government facilities, public and private properties,
to mention but a few. The need to defend against network attacks such as distributed denial of service
(DDoS), worms, and viruses requires an improvement in the state of the art of experimental evaluation
of network security mechanisms. Such efforts require the development of large-scale security testbeds,
combined with new frameworks and standards for testing and benchmarking to make the testbeds truly
useful. This paper on a big picture is a work-in progress on eradicating and being a step ahead of these
malicious attackers. Studies has shown that these attackers tend to go after the vulnerable networks of
the Machine Learning or the Control Systems [9] which DETER testbed is an example.

Moreover, one of the goals of the research is detection and differentiation of abnormal traffic for DE-
TER Emulation of the Abilene Network which is a great deal in the security and privacy of information
on the cyber space. Also, analyze the traffic generated during the detection and differentiation. These
goals will be achieved with the help of DTrigger. DTrigger[5] is a programming algorithm written with
by Huang Ling of Intel Corporation that helps to detect the traffic Anomalies on the emulated Abilene
network topology on DETER. In this paper, there is related work on previous research which other peo-
ple has done and how it relates to my work on section three. While the methodology of achieving this
experiment is on section four. Predicted results will be on section five and the paper will be concluded
on section six.

2 RELATED WORK

There are a lot of research done on detection and differentiation of network traffic anomalies. How-
ever, none of the research has been on detection and differentiation of traffic anomalies Abilene internet2
backbone using DETER testbed. Anomaly detection techniques always start by the construction of a pro-
file for normal network behavior and then mark deviations from such profile as possible attacks. Many
approaches have been proposed since anomaly detection was originally proposed by Denning in [?, 2]
and they are mainly statistical ones. Indeed, the definition of a normal profile, in those approaches,
relies on the use of known statistical properties of normal traffic or on a training period. Then those
approaches employ statistical tests to determine whether the observed traffic deviate significantly from
the norm profile[4]. The work of J Brutlag in [4] and the one of R Kompella in are examples of such
statistical approaches. In [4], the authors found that the anomalies are highly diversified including denial
of service attacks, flash crowds, port scanning, downstream traffic engineering, high-rate flows, worm
propagation and network outages. They also found that most anomalies are small in time (duration) and
space (Number of Origin-Destination flows implicated in each anomaly).[4]

The existing intrusion detection methods fall in two major categories: signature recognition and
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anomaly detection [3, 7]. For signature recognition techniques, signatures of known attacks are stored
and monitored events are matched against the signatures. The techniques signal an intrusion when there
is a match. An obvious limitation of these techniques is that they cannot detect new attacks whose sig-
natures are unknown. Anomaly detection, on the other hand, builds models of normal data and detects
any deviation from the normal model in the observed data. The anomaly detection algorithms have the
advantage that they can detect new types of intrusions as deviations from normal usage[6]. However,
their weakness is the high false alarm rate. This is because previously unseen, yet legitimate, system
behaviors may also be recognized as anomalies [6]

3 OVERVIEW

This project is focuses on the detection and isolation of anomalies for DETER emulation of Abilene.In
order to achieve this objective, an experiment has to be setup on DETER. The network topolgy is made
up of twelve backbone PC nodes topology and a twelve external (ingress and egress) nodes.Ingress node
is an inbound node where data enters the network topology while egress nodes means the outbound
the node where data can exit the network topology. However, there were a total of about five hundred
and fifty two routes and about twenty nine duplex-links which were checked to succesfully emulate and
simulate the famous Internet2 Abilene network topology on DETER testbed. Experiments were run on
the emulated traffic topolgy to ensure all the routes are capable enough to withstand the heavy traffic of
data that will be deployed on the newly setup network topology. The traffic collection was done on the
backbone nodes of the network.The details of setting up the Abilene network topology will be discused
on the section below.

4 METHODOLOGY

4.1 EXPERIMENT SETUP

The experimentation was initialized on DETER lab testbed through SEER which runs on Network
Simulator (NS )file and uses TCL to edit, modify the experiment by puting a start command on the
nodes and set pc nodes topoplgy with this command line below

set node0[$ns node]
set node1[$ns node]
set node2[$ns node]

The nodes run on Ubuntu linux version 8.04 operating system (OS). Defining the OS to run on the
platform was one of our obstacles because among all the OS supported by DETER, none runs on NS2.
NS2 is an upgraded version of NS. As this research entails setting the infrastructure or topology for group
from the DETER team from TRUST to attach plant and controller software on the nodes. This plant and
contoller has to run on Ubuntu 8.04 - NS2. With the help of our mentors we were able to overcome this
obstacle by successfully upgrading the operating system to run on NS2. Also we manually added this
line on the NS file of the experiemnt to set the nodes of the operating systems to run on Ubuntu 8.04
-NS2 as shown on code below.
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Figure 1. SEER Topology

tb-set-node-os[set $node] ubuntu8.04 -NS2

We were provided an Abilene tar file that was written by Yin Zhang that contains the demands, links ,
Topo , A, X and Y files. The demands file contains a list of routes to an index in the data. Apparently in
this file all the routes are from one backbone router to another implying that the traffic originated on the
ingress link of the source node and terminates on the egress link of the destination node. And the links
file contains a list of links within the Abilene which maps each link to an index and specifies the type
link whether ingress or egress or internal or vice versa.In addition to the links file the Topo file contains
the geographical description of all nodes in the network and a seperation of the carrying capacity of
each link in the network. The ’A’ file contains the specification of the routing matrix on which each line
expalins how a particular link in the network is used for a route. Along with the Topo file, there is an
X and Yfiles which contains 24 weeks of data respectively in the data set. These 24 weeks of data are
traffic observed along each route in a 5 minute window. We created a total of twelve backbone nodes
as illustrared on Figure 1. The backbone nodes emulate the Abilene network topology. For example
the nodes suffixed with ’ng’ are the backbone nodes. we created these nodes on a double for loop on
DETER as shown below.

for each node{ATLAng ATMng CHINng DNVng HSTng ...
,.,.,.,.,., SNVAng STTLng WASHng Control}

In addition to creating the backbone nodes, we created also twelve external nodes that represents the
ingress and egress nodes. Similar to the backbone nodes the external nodes has ’ext’ suffix excluding
the control as shown in the code below. The reason why the ’control’ is one of the nodes is because it
integrates SEER workbench.

for each node{ATLAext ATMext CHINext DNVext HSText...
,.,.,.,.,.,.,SNVAext STTLext WASHext}
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Figure 2. The Abilene Network

Moreover, all backbone nodes and external nodes are connected together with about twenty nine Duplex-
links. Links are what connects one node(s) to another node(s) from each other. These links are setup on
the links file as discused above. And there are about a total of 552 routing matrix links excluding 112
links that were ignored because of redundancy of data. Blaine Nelson wrote a python script that enabled
us to read the entire routing matrix and confirm each router was complete from end to end, and then
write the routes in NS file. The NS accepts manual routes in either a

[source node]-->[destination node][nexthop]

or

[source node]-->[destination link][nexthop] format.

This is an example of the format below

$DNVRext add-route [$ns link $STTLext $STTLng] $DNVRng
$DNVRext add-route [$ns link $WASHng $NYCMng] $DNVRng
$DNVRext add-route [$ns link $WASHext $WASHng] $DNVRng
$HSTNng add-route [$ns link $ATM5ng $ATLAng] $ATLAng
$HSTNng add-route [$ns link $ATM5ext $ATM5ng] $ATLAng
$HSTNng add-route [$ns link $ATLAng $HSTNng] $ATLAng
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When an experiment is finally setup on DETER and the NS file is modifled. Then the experiment
has to be swapped inside the testbed. However the experiment can be lauched with SEER after it has
confirmed and succesfully swapped in. SEER runs on Java script with a visual presentation of what an
experiment looks like with the nodes, routing matrices set up. A typical example is Figure 1 which has
three nodes and a Lan. John Mela wrote a bash script that was able to check the broken routes which
logs into each node and sent about four ping packets to every node including itself. The script wrote
the unsuccesful pings to a logfile. We discovered that about 44 out of 552 routing matrix links were
unsuccesful. These are some of the errors flags from the unsuccesful pings below.

ERROR: ATLAng FAILED TO CONTACT STTLng
ERROR: ATLAng FAILED TO CONTACT STTLext
ERROR: ATM5ng FAILED TO CONTACT STTLng
ERROR: ATM5ng FAILED TO CONTACT STTLext

Upon further investigation we found out that each non- functional route was indeed working. The
affected routes were finalized to be ATL,SNVA,IPLS backbone nodes . These nodes were the only
nodes linked four times. While other nodes contained three or more less. The next goal to achieve will
be detection and isolation of anomalies for DETER Emulation of Abilene which will be discussed in the
next section below.

4.2 DETECTION OF ANOMALIES

The detection of anomalies is performed on DETER through SEER. SEER consists of library of
background traffic modules, a suite of network service modules, and a library of DoS4 and DDoS5[4,
1, 6, 9] attack tools and some defense tools. SEER integrates various tools for configuring and exe-
cuting experiments and provides a user-friendly interface for experimenters to use the tools[8]Overfull
(0.51825pt too wide) in paragraph at lines 176–177. In addition, SEER includes a visualization tool for researchers to observe the execution of the experiments, which is valuable in managing and debugging the experiments. In Figure 3, detection and isolation of anomalies is performed on DETER. However, with the help of SEER’s GUI interface we would see a presentation of an anomalous traffic as compared to a normal traffic. The DETER user is supposed to monitors the traffic that goes through the DETER router nodes and through the DETER Control Machines of which the user setup during the experimentation setup. However a simulated DETER attacker would like to take advantage of this situation by launching attack traffic to the emulated Abilene topology. Our duty is to detect an anomaly and isolate it with the normal traffic which the traffic collected are analyzed through patterns of traffic. We hoped to achieve this goal by using a tool called DTrigger. DTrigger is a monitoring software written by Ling Huang of Intel Corp. It is designed with the focus on data collection for anomaly detection. And it connects together the best technique from continuously data streaming, online machine learning and distributed signal processing. Also, we used DTrigger to deploy and monitor based on DoS detection algorithm and successfully train it to attack anomaly in the emulated framework. 5 RESULT

We have a predicted outcome of the result of the project. Figure 4 and Figure 5 are a typical graphical
representation on a graph on SEER of how a normal traffic is expected to look as compared to an attack
traffic. In the two graphs the colors green which signify a regular traffic, cyan is a regular traffic that is
not forwarded. The Black color is an attack traffic not forwarded while a red color is an attack traffic.
We believe with the tools we have on SEER and DTrigger that our predicted result will appear on the
graph in SEER.

5.1 FUTURE WORK

More research can be performed on this project. The detection and isolation of traffic anomalies on
the Abilene network topology using DETER is a work-in progress.The future goals are:

1. Collect generated traffic on the network and computer with normal
traffic for anomalies;

2. Develop, update DTrigger on the emulated Abilene network and;

4Denial of Service
5Distributed Denial of Service
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3. Deploy defense strategies on Abilene network topology as shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 5. Backbone routers,traffic generators and detectors on DETER
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